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to use asus fonepad 8 phone on windows pc, you need to download the drivers provided below. asus
fonepad 8 device is a mobile phone that comes with fingerprint sensor and infrared. this phone is

widely sold in indonesia and other asian countries. i am trying to use my windows 8.1 computer as a
mtp device to connect my android 5.0 phone. it is not working, i am able to see the phone in device

manager but windows does not recognize it and does not show any connection under mtp. the phone
is charging. i have connected my zenfone 5 to my laptop using the usb cable for charging and data
transfer. my windows 7 shows its connected but the phone still shows its charging. i am unable to
transfer data to my phone. i am able to connect the phone using its power bank but i am unable to

transfer data to it. please help me regarding this. i tried to connect my zenfone 5 to my pc im getting
this message one of the usb devices attached to this computer has malfunctioned, and windows
does not recognize it. nw wt im supposed to do. i try to connect it from other ports even in other

systems but im getting d same message,,,,,i ave checked out mtp and usb debugging settings also
but it dint workout wt to do nw,can anyone suggest me plz i tried to connect my zenfone 5 to my pc
im getting this message one of the usb devices attached to this computer has malfunctioned, and

windows does not recognize it. nw wt im supposed to do. i try to connect it from other ports even in
other systems but im getting d same message,,,,,i ave checked out mtp and usb debugging settings

also but it dint workout wt to do nw,can anyone suggest me plz
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Why does Asus ZenUI PC Suite detect my smartphone perfectly but the PC Suite cannot? I installed
the PC Suite and the phone manager verifies that everything installed but now when I connect the

phone to the PC, there is an error message that says: cannot find the model of my phone I have Asus
Zenfone 4 max ( ZC554KL). I've a problem with the USB driver. I've installed the latest drivers (USB
3.0.6) but it's not working... I've looked everywhere on the internet and no solution. I'm completely

stuck. Hi i have a Asu Zenfone 2 (ZC305KL) and i just loaded up the drivers that i have 2.2 megalast.
That is all i know about it. I am using windows 7 and the driver i have will not work. I installed the

driver on the phone for IOS 10.3.1 and it dosent work. In the end i have reverted to non USB driver.
Just can anyone help me out the above USB driver works? I have a ASUS ZenFone 4 Max (ZC554KL),
(asus z00Z). I have not connected anything directly to the phone. I want to install something and I
get the error "the device does not support this action". So I decided to install ubuntu studio along

with the latest OS on windows 10 and deleted the partition I was using as an E drive and booted into
ubuntu studio but when I checked my password did not work I did a dmesg | grep -i password and its
telling me I am not given a password or something like that. What can I do to reset my password? I

tried going to recovery mode and typing in root pass and it says failed to mount filesystem any
ideas? I am having problems with Asustor NAS. It lets me do almost everything until I try to change

the password. In the settings it tells me I can't do that because I don't have permission. I tried
everything I can think of. It says the root user is disabled and I tried that too. I also tried putting that
drive into another computer and see if I can do that while logged in as root. That did not work either.

I tried everything in the manual and would appreciate some help 5ec8ef588b
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